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 ABSTRACT 

  Using of social media sites provides students to share their status  ,feelings  and   regarding  

every aspect of their life specially education system,politics,movies reviews etc.In proposed 

system we have collected  a large number of tweet messages from students regarding their 

learning process  and what all  problems they are facing in their education system. We are 

conducting qualitative analysis on tweet messages. A naives bayes classifier classification 

algorithm with single label, multi label have been implemented to classify the tweets of students 

problems and to train detectors of the students problem such that to improve the quality of 

education. 

PREAMBLE  

    Normally in our day to day life we come across word called mining where mining may be 

mining of gold, minerals and petroleum etc.India is country which is well known by its wealth. 

Especially Karnataka is well known for mining of gold throughout the world. This all in 

regardance with the economic growth of country. 

Specifically speaking in computer science and engineering domain data mining is word that we 

will come across in every aspect of computer science technology. Where data mining is 

interrelated to computer science field or it can be stated as data mining is interdisclipnary field of 

computer science where both are mutually related to each other. 

Data mining as part of computer science field which used to mine or extract a large amount of 

data from from multiple sources. Mining is fundamental concept in the data mining system we 

come across many kinds of data mining in computer science field such as data mining,text 

mining and multimedia data mining etc.Both text mining and data mining are correlated to each 
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other the difference is that text mining involves mining of any kind of text messages where as 

data mining involves mining of any kind of data. 

Nowadays    the growth of our country partially  depends on profit that our IT companies earn 

each year because India is under developing country and America is developed country .Most of  

companies are American based countries that  have few branches in india.Both countries are tie 

up with each other mutually for economic and technical growth for their respective countries. 

Where data mining is essential process for IT companies and maintaining huge amount for long 

period of time is very important task for IT companies.Nowdays some latest Technologies are 

introduced for maintaining and storing of huge amount of data for long period of time and 

mining of such kind of data .Such technologies are big data and hadoop.  In our project we are 

dealing with text mining of social media data that is available online or offline.                                                      

1.1 GENERAL  INTRODUCTION 

Social media are communication tools that provides broadcasting and narrow casting medium 

such as internet, TV,radio , twitter, facebook, zorpia, YouTube etc. that in turn provides a place 

for users to share their feelings regarding every aspect of life. Specially in our project we are 

dealing with social media data of twitter account of  engineering students and analysis the 

problems faced by students during their academic course with specific algorithm and data mining 

techniques. Twitter is a social media website where user can send and receive messages with size 

of 140 characters only with registered users. The messages tweeted by twitter users are called as 

tweets or tweet messages. If a user enters more then 140 characters in tweet message it will not 

be included in message. The kinds of feelings students share through their tweet messages are 

sad, happy, joy,vent emotion and seek, depressed etc.Students share and discuss their problems 

in twitter accounts in a casual and informal manner without any fear. Student‟s impression 

provides infinite amount of information and knowledge for educational experts and researchers 

and educational analysts apart from classroom environment. 

Various approaches and algorithms are used to analysis the problems of students by human 

interpretation. Educational analysts and experts have collected data related to student‟ s learning 

experiences by different sources say surveys, classroom technology, interviews and group 
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discussions etc. Collecting data from this kind of sources very time consuming and complicated 

one. 

 Similarly educational experts and analysts started to collecting the structured data that is 

extracted from classroom technology, course management system and online classes etc.The 

main aim of this project is to provide express flow of social media data for educational purposes 

and improving the quality of education. And other is combining of data mining techniques and 

analysis of qualitative data. 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

DATAMINING TECHNIQUES AND  CLASSIFIER 

Usually in data mining various data mining techniques are provided to mine the various kinds of 

data. In our study we are mining the twitter data using classification and prediction as data 

mining technique . Classification is a method where the number of objects are given with class 

labels that is objects are classified based upon some criteria usually it uses training set of objects 

that are already associated with known class labels. There are various number of classifiers 

binary classifier, multi lable classifier, single label classifier etc.Where classifier is one which 

classifies given data into number of categories. In our study we are implementing with both 

single label classifier and multi lable classifier. Binary classifier is one which classifies given 

data into two categories that is true and false where true category is represented with positive 

one‟s (1) and false category is represented with negative one‟s(0).Sometimes binary classifier is 

called as single lable classifier. Similarly multi lable classifier is one which classifies given data 

into multiple number of categories that is more than two classes. Best example for binary 

classifier is medical test reports similarly for multi lable classifier is grade marks of student from 

59% to 60% that creates an confusion either student has passed with second class or first class 

.So in multi label classifiers the ambiguity increases it is one of drawback of this classifier. 

Prediction is method where objects whose classes are unknown. For example sun rises in east 

and sets in west. In our study we are training a classifier with training set of tweet messages and 

with known outputs similarly we testing with unknown outputs with help of prediction method. 

Apart from binary and multi lable classifier we are using naives bayes classifier with 

multinomial and Bernoulli algorithms in order to find the efficiency of algorithms that more 
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accurate, efficient and robust with tweet messages. Where Bernoulli  works very for short text 

messages and multinomial works very efficient with documents. In our study we are classifying 

twitter messages that are normally short text messages so Bernoulli more efficient then 

multinomial. 

The goal of our study is to exhibit flow of social data for educational experiences purposes 

integrating with sentiment analysis and data mining techniques.Moreover to understand the 

students problems and issues that they come across during their learning phase specially on 

engineering students because they are possessions of our nation. 

 SENTIMENT ANALYSIS : 

Splitting upto a sentiment analysis into sentiment and analysis.Sentiment  is an idea or feeling 

that someone  expresses in words. A sentiments  that people have is an attitude which is based on 

which thought and feelings. Analysis  is a process of considering something carefully in order to 

understand it or explain it to find out what if consists of.Generally sentiment analysis aims to 

work out the prespective of a author with regard to some topic . 

It is also  commonly known as belief or opinion mining   that refers to  applying  the 

processing of natural language, processing and analyzing of text  identify the select subjective. 

It aims to determine the attitude of speaker or a writer  with respect  to overall divergence of a  

topic or document. The attitude may be his or her  job estimation, sentimental state that is  say 

emotional state of the author when writing. Or the intentional emotional communication . 

 

Task of Sentimental analysis  is that sort the division of given text at document,  aspect 

level. Whether the expressed opinion in a document is positive, negative  or neutral. 

If looks for at emotional states say sad, happy and angry. 

 

  Subtasks  of sentimental analysis: 

 A unusual way for determining sentiments is the making use of scaling system where by 

words usually linked with having a positive, negative , neutral sentiment with them are 

given an associated number on a 10 to 10 scale (most negative up to most positive 

).When a part of  text is analyzed using natural language procesing , the preceding 

concepts  are analyzed inorder to known the meaning of those words which are present in 
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concept and  how they relate to the concept.Based upon the approach  sentiment terms 

that narrate to the concept, that each concept has score .For text in sentiment analysis, the 

score given will be positive or negative. 

 Another way is identification of subjectivity or objectivity. The task is commonly 

classifying the text (sentence) into one of two classes objective or subjective. Sometimes 

it is difficult compared to polarity classification.The objective document is one which 

contains individual sentences for example in news paper people express their opinion 

regarding public problems. In order to achieve a good performance and accuracy by 

means of removing  objective sentences from a document before polarity classification is 

done. The words and phrases of subjectivity based upon on context. 

 A  additional  well grained analysis form is called  quality or element based sentimental 

analysis. It refers to determining the opinions  or sentiments on different element or 

quality  of entries laptop. For example clarity of picture taken from mobile camera, 

quality of pictures from digital camera. A quality or element  is an character tics  of an 

entity.This problem involves several sub problems. For example  selecting  adjectives  

words in opinions, identifying whether an opinion expressed on each  quality is  positive, 

negative or  neutral. Sentimental Analysis is applied to Product reviews and movies 

reviews 

 Ex:Movies Reviews -  positive, negative and Restaurant Reviews – Predicting star 

ratings that is food & atmosphere five star scale. 

          MODULES 

         The workflow of project includes the six modules that are : 

 Read input as tweet message 

 Data collection 

 Feature extraction 

 Pre-processing 

 Training Naives Bayes Multi Lable classifier 

 Validation 

 Testing 
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Functional  Descripation  of  Each  Module 

 Data Collection 

Data collection is nothing but collection of data from various sources here in our project the 

data are nothing but tweet messages commonly called as tweets moreover we are collected 

this tweets from social media websites say facebook  , zorpia  ,whats app and twitter.But in 

our project we are mainly focusing on the twitter website messages or tweets that are written 

by the various engineering college students in order to share there feelings regarding their 

problems in education system and what stress they are going through.We are accessing this 

messages of students by tweeter accounts with help of user name and password and storing 

this messages in database say that is in notepad or excelsheets.  

 

 Feature Selection 

Feature selection or feature selection is an important module in our project. As we are 

implementing our proposed system with Matlab tool we have special matlab functions that 

works on feature extraction module.Feature extracting means extracting some special 

features from tweet messages where as feature extraction is also called known as feature 

selection that can also be stated as selecting a special feature from the tweet messages. Where 

the extracted or selected feature from particular tweet messages are adjectives  and  those 

features are unique character tics from other tweet messages and are stored in  database  that 

are further sent  to training module. Ex: VTU is best university in  india. Here the adjective 

or feature  selection word from this tweet message is best. 

 

 Pre processing  

The word itself says the tweet messages are preprocessed before they are sent to feature 

extraction or training a classifier module.The preprocessing modules have few steps that are 

mentioned below that are 

 Removing of hash tags from tweet messages because each tweet message is tweeted 

by students are begined with hash tags. That is  such a format  #engineeringProblems 

VTU is best university in india.It will be difficult for training a classifier if hashtags 

were not removed so they are removed from tweet messages. 
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 Removing of non-letter symbols ,punctuations,repeated letters from tweets messages 

helps in avoiding redundancy. 

 Removing of negative words from tweet messages helps in identifying the negative 

emotions,stress of students. 

 We are using Lemur information retrieval toolkit to remove the stop words.In our 

project we have collected around 570 stopwords that are stored in a database. The 

Krovetz stemmer in the Lemur toolkit is used in our project.This stemmer  is used to 

perform the stemming operation.That initially it converts past tense into present tense 

then plurals form to singular form then converting ing forms.The process of  splitting 

a tweet messages into no.of.words and extracting the feature from tweet messages is 

called stemming. 

Ex:VTU is best university in india.After applying the stemming process it will be like 

VTU as noun ,is and in are stopwords ,university and india are pronouns and at last 

best as adjective. 

 Training Naives Bayes Classifier 

Classifier is one which classifies the data into categories.In our project we are using a multi 

lable classifier with multinomial and Bernouli.Multi lable classifier is one which classifies 

data into multiple categories here in our project data are tweet messages and categories are 

problems faced by students in their education system. We  are using Naives bayes multi lable 

classifier in our project where Naives bayes classifier are mainly used for text retrieval and 

text categorization for text mining.This classifiers are highly scalable where the problem 

instances are class labled so the name called as multi lable classifier. Whereas Bernoulli 

classifiers efficienty and elapsed time is good compared with multinominal classifier.The 

difference between the multinomial and Bernoulli is that both works for text mining but 

Bernoulli works more efficiently for short texts and independent of  inputs where as 

multinomial works more efficiently for document classification. As we are using tweet 

messages they are usually short text messages so Bernoulli classifier works more efficiently 

then multinomial classifier. 
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 Validation  

Validation module is commonly known as training module here for particular set of tweet 

messages are trained such that it should belong to so and so categories based upon 

sentimental analysis process.Based upon the known inputs and known outputs  the values are 

predicted and mapping of inputs and outputs is done in this module and there by knowledge 

is obtained or gained from this module that is further used in testing phase. 

 

 Testing 

  Initially text that is tweet message is applied to preprocessing module then the features       are 

extracted after that with known inputs and unknown outputs is tested based upon knowledge 

gained from validation module. It just testing of tweet messages upon the    knowledge  in order 

to categorizing 

 

CONCLUSION 

This era is called as era of online because most of the students in the world will be online in 

social websites always and absent in classrooms. Though a few students are unaware this 

websites and few are disinterested regarding this social websites though they have their accounts 

in the websites and most of them are very interested in such websites because of maintaining 

there identity more popular in websites then in the society by sharing their feelings ,status and 

photos etc.Among few of few are the  students who really share their feelings  which are genuine 

and real regarding their studies  , problems, new technologies and their opininis,thoughts,ideas 

etc. that helps the educational analysts and education experts to analysis the  problems, 

requirements of students in the education system and to take some major steps to improve the 

quality of education and to provide  best education and to make students stress free. Because as 

there is saying  “   Education is path of Life ”.  Moreover it is boon for all students in the world 

because today‟s students are tomorrow„s leaders of the nation. 

                    Future work is that instead of mining only text messages of twitter in future we will 

try to mining the audios, videos and images are which are shared by students in other social 

media sites say youtube, facebook, zorpia and whats app etc.Even in future we will try to find the 
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correlation between the categories of the problems which are gone through by students in the 

education system using an algorithm called multi label classifier with the help of historical data. 
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